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Longer, thicker, stronger … some girls obsess about it, but 
I’m way more realistic. I mean, the last guy who really got 
me off was totally average in the dick department. He was 

pretty average all around, but nice. So we had a nice time, plus 
highlights in bed. He found me in Spain, Málaga, to be exact, and 
took me to Ibiza for a week. Which was ultra-nice. One afternoon, 
I swear, every pair of male eyes on the island was ogling me in my 
basically invisible bikini. At night, I went to parties with this guy, 
the one with the average dick. The general idea was, here she is. 
My gorgeous model girlfriend. Proof of the pudding, though he 
did all the eating, except for this lovely afternoon in one of those 
thatched-hut things with this girl with no tan line who couldn’t 
get enough of me. Yummy.

Of course, the general idea is never quite what you think it is. 
Sooner rather than later I figured out that this very nice guy was 
giving people the impression that he was about to dump me. Just 
to show that he wasn’t grateful to be with this hot number—
namely, me—and to explain ahead of time why I would not be 
hanging on his arm like a total lamo the next time he showed up 
on Ibiza. He never let me in on this side of his plan, needless to 
say, but I’m pretty sure this was it because one of his supposed 
friends started sniffing around me the second time we met, at this 
party on a terrace that reached way out over the waves. Which 
were about a thousand feet below. 

Scary, right? 
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Except that I was all giggly with bubbly and didn’t care. It was 
fun to have this dope, the supposed friend, getting all insinuating 
around me. Lots of eyebrow action. I have to admit I considered 
it. He was terrible but not that terrible. But I decided against it. 
My friend Brenda the supermodel needed me back in New York 
and just in case I didn’t know how much she needed me she 
would call every fifteen minutes or so. 

Once she called when I was right on the edge and I knew 
it was her but I didn’t answer. The girl with no tan line didn’t 
even notice it, we were both getting off, getting into the timeless 
time you get into if you’re the orgasmic kind, and I knew Brenda 
would be there when I got back to real time. She always is, that’s 
just basic. Something I can count on. She’ll be there in real time 
because she is the one who makes it real. 

A few days later, I stopped by her place, this five-story town-
house on East Sixty-Third Street. She was still bummed, of 
course, and of course I began to feel the same way. Brenda is such 
a stunning presence, the moment I see her I start to get in sync. 
Not that she tries to be overwhelming or anything. It’s just that 
she’s way better looking than just about anyone else who was 
ever born. And so sweet. Kind of weirdly flawless, meaning she 
has this aura that draws you in. Whatever is happening, it’s all 
about her, and that feels OK. 

In fact it feels really great, because it’s her, it’s her moment, 
always, and you’re lucky to be part of it. But it’s not like she erases 
other people. Actually, it’s the opposite. When I’m with Brenda, 
I’m like Popeye the Sailor Man. I yam what I yam, only more 
so, meaning, there she was, on her Vicente Soto sofa way longer 
than the average stretch limo, and I felt this terrible pang. She 
wasn’t smiling her amazing smile. Her face was blank but she was 
obviously upset, so I was, like, what’s up, sweetie? How have you 
been? You seemed so freaked on the phone.
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She just groaned. 
I just stared at her. Brenda is so amazingly beautiful. But she 

comes across as a touch dysfunctional. Sometimes, when people 
get to meet her, they’re knocked out by her looks, really thrilled 
to see her up close and then afterward they’re, like, hunh? What 
was that? She’s really nice and all, but, er, um … the thing is, 
Brenda doesn’t really focus on you if she doesn’t know you and 
her circle of acquaintances is not what you would call extensive, 
thanks to the security that sprang up around her when she was 
about nine years old and the general public started drooling at the 
sight of her. Day to day, she sees her people and that’s about it. 
She didn’t even start dating until a couple of years ago. 

Her first was a country and western singer. A Nashville type 
with a major career. Quite the peculiar choice. Even the tabloids 
were baffled. SUPERGLAM BRENDA FALLS FOR THIS??? 
And there’d be a picture of the guy in a cowboy hat with a look 
on his face like he just took a massive hit of ultra-bad meth. Then, 
for something completely different, there was this ancient Eng-
lish aristocrat. A real wit. He’d get this creepy little smirk on his 
face, to let you know he’d just said something funny but, major 
problem, I could never get the joke. Neither could anyone else. 
Then there was this other blueblood, Latin American Division, 
the proud possessor of vast acreage in Uruguay or Paraguay or 
somewhere. You’d say something about a three-bedroom apart-
ment of a certain dimension and then, the subject of square foot-
age having been introduced, Reynaldo would pipe up with a 
reminder that his family’s hacienda was twice the size of Rhode 
Island. 

There was a hedge-fund guy from Connecticut, a software 
genius from Vancouver, and then a mogul from Zürich. If there 
were any justice in the world, the guy from Zürich would have 
been king of the cuckoo clocks or maybe high-end chocolates 
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but, no, he had a patent for some sort of sweat-absorbing elastic, 
perfect for sportswear, and I will never forget the balmy sum-
mer evening when he cornered me at one of Brenda’s soirées and 
explained to me how the polymers or whatever absorb all the 
more odiferous components of human perspiration. Which made 
sense, no doubt, but left me with mixed feelings. I mean, I got the 
point, way to go, hard-working polymers, but, on the other hand, 
the only sweat I really know about is the work of the lovely, ador-
able bodies I get close to and that is just the icing on the scrump-
tious cake. So to speak. 

After the Swiss mogul there were more moguls and aristocrats 
and a few Hollywood types, not to mention Bollywood types, and 
then an oligarch from the former Soviet Union. Then another. 
And another. You know that shop downtown, Cheese of All 
Nations? Well, Brenda’s dance card had been sort of Jerks of All 
Nations, but now I was beginning to spot a trend. And I was get-
ting worried. I mean, I like everybody. Even Americans. But these 
Russian oligarchs made me nervous.

I would call them Vladimirs and Brenda would get kind of 
hurt, telling me the exact name of the current one. Which I could 
never remember, though of course I was aware of the oligarch 
phenomenon. So I knew they were loaded. Ill-gotten gains up 
the wazoo. Fine. Get your share. Of course, Brenda didn’t need to 
get her share. Her share was already bigger than she’d ever need, 
so I didn’t really see why she put up with these guys. With their 
unbelievably shitty attitudes. And their vodka. Russians are the 
limpest studs on the planet, according to Brenda. Which is fine 
with her. She’s not into cock all that much. 

Of course, the worst is their idea of art. Like, they’re interna-
tional sophisticates, right? Which means they have to be high-
profile patrons of the very best the contemporary art world has 
to offer. So far, so good, except that their idea of the very best 
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is a balloon dog by Jeff Koons or somebody. And then, to show 
they’re gazillionaires, they have to pay way too much. A record-
setting price that guarantees just oodles of headlines. A major 
scoop about a bright, shiny balloon dog. It really is the worst. 
Except that it isn’t. The worst, according to Brenda, is that one 
of these creeps has been calling her, telling her he’s going to have 
her killed.

¸

I hear this and I’m dazed. Major shock. Then I’m, like, sweet-
heart, darling, have you told anyone else about this? Well, um, no, 
she hasn’t. She doesn’t tell anyone about anything, except for me, 
the one person who actually talks to her, so when I heard about 
the death threats maybe I should have called 911. What is your 
emergency, Ma’am, and I’d be, like, er uh, I have this gorgeous 
friend and, well, and she keeps going out with these Russian oli-
garchs, and, uh … uh … not really a workable script. So maybe I 
should have called Brenda’s dickhead lawyer. Ronnie, we have a 
situation. 

But I wasn’t sure we did have a situation. In other words, I 
didn’t want to believe it. Besides, talking to Ronnie is like going 
to night school and taking a course in the law of diminishing 
returns. The more he talks, the less he says, and all you find out is 
your eyelids are getting heavier and heavier. Hypnosis works. But 
I have to talk to somebody, meaning Pam the personal manager, 
because, basically, there is no one else. The problem, of course, is 
that Pam hates me. Not really, it’s just that she doesn’t get what 
there is between Brenda and me. I don’t get it, either. 

Brenda is so vague that she really doesn’t function like the 
usual gal-pal. She’s just there, at the heart of my universe. Just 


